
FACING THE “PERCEIVED” ENEMY AND CREATING ANEW.

This is the time many beings volunteered to re-incarnate on 
Earth... a time pregnant with potential for a major evolutionary 
shift in humanity and all life forms! Though an exciting ride, it is 
not without big bumps, resistance, fears and catastrophes (seen 
from the human perspective). It is fitting that regardless of belief, 
myth or actual, we have recently celebrated a rising from the 
dead, a resurrection, an ascension - a glorious new beginning.

Are we witnessing a dismantling and breakdown of systems, 
institutions, our ingrained, unconscious and often destructive 
ways? We are witnessing the more dense/dark energies pitting 
against the higher vibration/light energies. As both the natural 
environment and humanity take a deep breath it is hoped that 
many can move past the fear of a virus, anger at the disruption 
and bewilderment at what is happening all around us and observe 
the changes in both the inner and outer environment, without our 
unconscious abuse, and move inward to the expansive "bigger 
picture". With deep respect, many have lost/given their Earthly 
lives for this possibility to present itself.

For the last 16 years it has been my privilege to bring forth NEW 
sacred geometry called “Geometric Technologies for the Next 
Octave of Love, Next Octave of Human”. Recently a friend asked 
me which of these geometries would be best to use for something 
radical like honoring, forgiving, loving. etc CoVid19.

This was an opportunity to offer an energetic way to embrace the 
perceived enemy and recognize that it was also a creation of The 
Oneness i.e. no separation, and doing what a virus does... 



BEing. It does not need our forgiveness for living. It is humans 
that are crippled by carrying blame, anger, pain etc that are being 
given this opportunity. Forgiveness is part of our expanding 
love. Could I do that? Could I put an image of this virus into one 
of the geometries? As a peoples, could we perhaps find the gifts, 
embrace this virus and actually thank it for grabbing us and 
turning our world upside down?

As I remembered the promise of these geometries: “LOVE beyond 
our ability to cognate“ and removing the illusionary veils of 
separation between ourselves and Source/God/Spirit Beyond 
Naming, I was reminded that facing and embracing what was 
fearful opened the possibility of seeing a bigger and bigger 
picture of what was happening. Could humanity do this? I felt 
that I had already been doing this although I became aware of an 
unrecognized fear deep in my body. My body? or the mass 
collective consciousness? It did not matter. The action being 
called for was the same. Embrace and forgive the “enemy” for its 
perceived destruction that had been before our eyes, though we 
were blind. A bold action in the face of the pain, suffering and 
death of many. Yet we must, if we walk our conscious 
evolutionary talk.

The geometric system that immediately came to the forefront 
was the Golden Infinity where I saw an image of the CoVid19 
reside. It was in the fullest part of the geometry. That geometry 
then completed when the Golden Infinity moved into the Infinite 
Open Heart becoming Infinite Love, the 1st of the family of 7 
geometric technologies of love.

Following my intuition I created images of of both the CoVid19 in 
one version of the geometry and another version with both 



healthy human red and white blood cells. The intent? to represent 
and activate a changing tide from fear of an ”enemy” to one of 
creating a healthy environment, both inside and outside 
ourselves. An environment, that in its health, is not conducive to 
supporting dis-ease. An environment where we are no longer 
”sick”.

I invite you to hold these images in your mind and in your hearts, 
helping to consciously create a new Earth, a higher evolved 
human, instead of the 6th mass extinction, and push the edges of 
our love envelope toward the next octave of love. 

Calling the WayShowers... Let's do what we volunteered to do 
before we arrived on Earth! This is the time we have awaited, the 
time is NOW! WE are the ones we have been waiting for!!

I love you! I love Earth! We came for this! Thank you for sharing 
this adventure.

I offer the following for consideration:

https://youtu.be/f5on3AZWdik

We walk together in the Infinite Love of THE ONE & ONLi’ Heart 
There IS!
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